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Chair Edward Pedersen 604-729-0428

2019
Upcoming

General
Membership

Meetings:

Local 114

June 15

9:30 am

Local 111

May 30

June 27

10:45 am

7:30 pm

Local 3000

TBD

1:30 pm

7:00 pm

Buy Union

Create Jobs!

Vice Chairperson Hank Pierce 604-980-2727

Financial Secretary Person needed Your Number

Acting Recording Secretary Susan Stout 604-929-6782

Sergeant At Arms
Jeannine
Hyndman 604-430-2763

Special Events Coordinator Gord Sheppard
(c) 604-773-4307

(h) 778-294-4307

Delegate to C.O.S.C.O. Ernie Bayer 604-576-9734

Coffee Person Needed! Your Name Your Number

Unifor BC Area Director Gavin McGarrigle 604-516-8002

Phone Committee &
Information

Irma Kowalczyk 604-298-6721

As you know, we have well-stocked information tables, including

government information, health and legal pamphlets, and a lot of

other informative material.

To our new members:

Our meetings are very informal, but we try to make them

interesting by having a guest speaker each month with a topic that

relates to retirees. Our meetings are usually about 2 hours long,

with plenty of time to socialize. We have a luncheon three times a

year and a dinner/dance once a year. Our meetings end with

attendance door prize draws.

As Unifor Retirees, you remain members of your local union.

Please attend and participate in the regular monthly meetings.

If any Retirees belong to other senior’s organizations and wish to

use any of the speakers we have had over the last ten years, we

would be happy to provide information and telephone numbers.

At the “New Business” part of our meetings, other topics, services

and questions from the floor are welcomed (time permitting).

Please be brief and to the point so others may also have a chance to

speak.

Thank you.
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Unifor Retired Workers Lower Mainland Council
Chapter - May 8th Meeting Agenda

1. Call to Order – Chairperson

a) Approve agenda

b) Welcome new members

2. In Memoriam “Moment of Silence”

3. Health and Welfare updates

4. Edward Pedersen will be speaking about “fish”

5. Secretary’s Report

a) Previous minutes

b) Errors and/or omissions

c) Motion to accept

6. Old business arising from the minutes

7. Delegate’s Report

8. Financial Report

9. Vice-Chairperson’s Report

10. Chairperson’s Report

11. New Business

12. Sergeant-at-Arms Closing Procedures

a) Attendance

b) Dues

c) Jokes

13. 50/50 draw amount & winner

14. Door prizes

Next meeting: Wednesday June 12th 2019 at 10:30 am (luncheon meeting)
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Minutes From April 10th, 2019

Call to order - Brother Ed Pedersen in the Chair.

Agenda - MSC

A minute silence.

No new members

Health and Welfare
- good to hear that both Brother Ernie Bayer and Brother Harry Vagg are feeling better.
- Brother Art Kube died 10 February 2019 - a long-time activist

Sister Susan Stout, Acting Secretary - Dinner/Dance was a success - 56 attended - Locals
114 (food) and 3000 (bar) came through with funding as usual. The National covered the
cost of the dance floor - lots of photos in newsletter
- reminder of the Left Coast Labour Chorus Concert, May 12, 7:30pm, Russian Hall, 600
Campbell - celebration of the 100th Anniversary of the Winnipeg General Strike and the
support in Vancouver, highlighting the women telephone operators
- Happy Birthday to the March and April celebrants!
MSC

Sister Susan Stout - Finance report - with costs paid the balance is approximately $2500
- need to elect a new Treasurer - silence was deafening - Bruce Stout offered to handle the
position until someone steps forward
MSC

Brother Hank Pierce, Vice-Chair - (Marine/ Boilermakers) - thanks to Irma for all the phoning,
especially for the dinner/dance
- every local should be sending members to LMRW Council

- opened discussion
- need activists and monetary support from locals
- up to 'us'
- letter to locals from National?
- our responsibility is to the community
- apathy - Via Rail lucky to get 8 at their meetings
- anyone welcome
- need to fight for what we have
- remember unions got us what we have - we're working class not 'middle' class
- Mike Crocker - suggested a committee of 3 to rename Jim Pattison hospital buildings for
Tommy Douglas - will come back with plan
- Raoul Carriere - Local 111 delegates should request local to post retiree information at all
stations - request funding

Brother Ed Pedersen - time to set the record straight
- has attended many local meetings asking for assistance - 17 locals, including all in the
Hall at 326 12th - only missed 5 whose meetings were difficult to get to
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- Gavin McGarrigle has already sent a letter to the locals, as has Murray Gore
- workers should retire at 65 and leave the jobs for younger workers - locals shouldn't be
pushing for longer working lives
- fought for pensions - UFAWU - came in with Jim Sinclair - equal pay for women at
Canadian Fish under Jack Nichol
- Mike Crocker - suggest film Made in Dagenham -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Vqq4LXaunQ
- Hank Pierce - Henry Ford - make vehicle workers can afford
- Tom Baker - some unions in bed with company
MSC

New Business
- MSC that Council pay $100 for a wreath at Ginger Goodwin's grave in Cumberland

Sister Jeannine Hyndman, Sergeant at Arms
- reminder to sign in/ pay dues/ enter for draw (fold once)

50/50 - $17.00 - Ed Rubin

Door Prizes - Hank Pierce, Jeannine Hyndman, David White, Joe Berger, Mike Crocker,
Carol Albrino, Irma Kowalczyk, Tom Baker, Ed Rubin, Ed Pedersen, Olivo Albrino

Respectfully submitted,

Susan Stout
Acting Secretary

With special thanks to Debbie Noseworthy for getting the coffee started, to Raoul for taking
over and to Tom Baker for the wonderful treats!

Information

**Note: We were told that some of the contact information (telephone numbers and addresses) were incorrect. Could
you please verify that we have the correct information for you and email (Claire.Soucy@unifor.org) with any changes

or amendments? Thank you.**
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Dates to Remember - 2019

10-12 May - Mothers' Day Powwow - Trout Lake

12 May - Mothers' Day

12 May - 7:30pm - Women on the line - Left Coast Labour Chorus Concert -
Russian Hall - tickets $20 - 100th Anniversary of the Winnipeg General Strike

14 May - 5pm - picket in support of UniteHere 40 - Hotel Georgia

20 May - Victoria Day

21 May - 7pm - VDLC - MLC - 1800 Triumph

08 Jun - 5-9:30pm - CoDevelopment Canada Fundraising Dinner - VDLC - MLC -
1800 Triumph - tickets $25-75 - 604-708-1495 ext112

16 Jun - Fathers' Day

18 Jun - 7pm - VDLC - MLC - 1800 Triumph

21-23 Jun - Miners Memorial - Cumberland

21 Jun - National Indigenous Peoples Day
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Upcoming Meeting Dates

2019

June 12th - (luncheon mtg.)

July/August – no meetings

September 11th - (luncheon mtg.)

October 9th

November 13th

December 11th - (luncheon and annual Xmas choir)

All meetings are the second Wednesday of every month at 10:30 am.

Come early – coffee is always on!
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Unions are a Human Right Too

By Mike Crocker, Retiree

Article taken from a previous 2007 Frontline Information Bulletin – Volume 3, Issue 11

There has been much discussion recently about a possible challenge to the seniority

rights clause in our Union by-laws brought about by the employers hiring of an individual

with a belief that does not allow him to work on special days. That the Union leadership

were somewhat surprised and shocked at the memberships reaction to the perceived

attack on seniority would be an understatement however the Union leadership made it

very clear at both meetings, human rights trumps Union seniority rights in the

workplace. I disagree. What about the hard won historical right to join a Union, with all

its rights and obligations, are we to ignore that? No real Unionist needs to be told about

Human rights, Unions led the fight, it’s already in our blood and practiced historically,

voluntarily and respectfully.

Prior to when I first started with Transit in

1981 I drove a truck for a local company,

the hours were great, Monday to Friday,

eight to five but it was non Union, the

pay was poor, minimal holidays and few

benefits so when a chance came for a

Union job at Transit I jumped at it. At that

time Saturday night was party night, and

being from that generation, working on a

Saturday night was almost akin to social

sacrifice. But it was my choice and I

decided to go with the Union job

and forego my Saturday nights for the

other major benefits coming my way.

Benefits brought about almost entirely

through previous Unionists struggles.

The reason why I could not get Saturday

night off was because of the seniority

clause within the Union, a clause I

entirely agree with and embrace with

enthusiasm.

Seniority originated in Unions to protect

workers from employer favoritism and

privilege and, like the fight for the eight

hour day a foundation stone of

Unionism. Any deviation from it will only

lead to a deregulation of the workplace

and eventually chaos and anarchy, a

condition that has historically favoured

the Employer. What would happen if we

all fell back onto a so-called human

rights clause for individual treatment,

there are enough of them - race, colour,

ancestry, place of origin, political belief,

religion, marital status, family status,

physical or mental disability, sex, sexual

orientation or age of that person or

because that person has been convicted

of a criminal or summary conviction

offence that is unrelated to the

employment or to the intended

employment of that person - how then

would we all be accommodated? What

would we then do at sign-up - draw
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straws, have a free for all, a battle royal,

an auctioneer instead of a sign-up rep or

perhaps a sedate game of spin the

bottle? It just doesn’t make sense!

The Company had an out and, through

temerity or guile didn’t use it and now it

would like the Union to give up an

inalienable right to get them off the hook.

Any challenge to seniority rights must

not and cannot go unchallenged. Firstly,

the BC Human Rights Act is very clear -

discrimination in employment does not

apply if there is a bona fide scheme

based on seniority and furthermore

discrimination does not occur if a refusal

(to hire) is based on a bona fide

occupational requirement such as ours -

a 24/7 around the clock operation.

The Union does not have the luxury to

opt out of the duty to accommodate,

since they chose to hired the

individual, is entirely in the Employer’s

hands and any accommodation is

acceptable to the Local only as long as it

does not impact on others rights and

long standing Union Rights, to do so

would create another bigger and more

troublesome discrimination.

What if too many of us old codgers hang around collecting paycheques and

whining about the good old days and our bad backs not because we have

something meaningful to contribute, but because we stupidly forgot to save

any money, or because we traded up to an $800,000 house in Dunbar

when we were 58, or because we don't much like our spouse, or because,

well, what is there to do all day when you forgot to find a hobby 40 years

ago? Shelley Fralic, Vancouver Sun, 29 June 2007

In the October issue of Frontline Brother
Martin Fisher invited readers to an open,
frank and respectful dialogue around the
issue of human rights.

The Constitution of the CAW

emphatically states in its Preamble - “We

recognize that human beings are fallible

and therefore, like all people who believe

in democratic principles, we want a

“government of laws, not of human

beings.” Therefore this constitution

exists:

That to me says when we join a Union,

that in the workplace we put our

collective rights over our individual rights.

That is the only way to maintain our unity

and our strength.

In June of this year I wrote an opinion in

Frontline entitled Unions are a Human

Right Too and expressed the opinion

that our Local should do more to enforce

the Human Rights Act in the workplace

and not leave Human Rights solely in the

hands of the Employer. One month later
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on July 18 of this year the Supreme

Court of Canada, the Highest Court in

the land, handed down a decision

(DATE: 20080718 DOCKET: 31652) that

supports my position, certainly on

retirement and if taken further on our

seniority clause among others.

The Supreme Court, in its wisdom,

decided that it is not discrimination to

require mandatory retirement based on

age if there is a bona fide pension plan

involved. A bona fide pension plan is

described as 1) it must be legitimate; 2) it

was adopted in good faith and 3) was not

for the purpose of defeating protected

rights. What can be more clearer than

that? Our pension plan fits all the

requirements to make it a bona fide plan

and therefore the Local must insist on

the Employer, be it TransLink or CMBC,

to enforce retirement at age 65.

In my article I wrote that the continued

watering down of our rights and

obligations would lead to deregulation

and the ensuing chaos in the workplace.

If you need an example of the pitfalls of

deregulation you need look no further

than the chaos on Wall Street and Bay

Street.

The Local cannot allow a handful of

individuals to walk roughshod over hard

won and historical Union rights such as

Retirement (which in the old days was

not even an option unless of course you

were born into the landed gentry then

you lived in a form luxurious retirement

all your life) and seniority among other

rights which we now take for granted.

Use it lose it!

What is it going to take to get this Local’s

membership to stand up and defend hard

won working rights and practices? If the

Employer will not enforce the Act then

perhaps a motion at a General

membership meeting will. A motion that

demands that any member breaking rank

on a principled position, such as seniority

and retirement, be declared ‘not in good

standing‘ and subject to what that entails,

including having his/her Union card

pulled. These individual’s principles need

to be tested too. Any member doubting

that it can be done should familiarize

themselves with the Speckling Brothers

(BCLRB No. B333/2002) and their

actions within their Union, the

Communications, Energy and

Paperworkers Union Local 76. Our

Local should do less.

Let the dialogue begin!
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I am an eighty year old retired resident of West Whalley. While on a recent appointment in the Jim Pattison

Medical Pavilion at the junction of 140 Street and Fraser Highway I got into a discussion with a young nurse,

comparing our medical coverage to that south of the border in what I call the Excited States. During the

conversation I brought up the name of Tommy Douglas and was met by a complete blank stare!

How is it that a man, voted in a C.B.C. poll as the greatest Canadian and considered the Father of Canadian

Medicare can so readily be tossed aside and forgotten? Isn’t it time to remember and honour the person that

really mattered to Canada by placing a plaque or statue of Tommy Douglas at the entrance of a newly renamed

Tommy Douglas Medical Pavilion?

Hopefully at my age, sooner rather than later.

Mike Crocker
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A very happy birthday to:

Ron Agnew – May 11

Susan Stout – May24

Jeannine Hyndman – May 25
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1. Thinking on Your Feet--TWICE

A man in a Florida supermarket tried to buy half a head of lettuce. The very young

produce assistant told him that they sell only whole heads of lettuce.

The man persisted and asked to see the manager. The boy said he'd ask his manager

about it. Walking into the back room, the boy said to his manager, "Some asshole wants

to buy half a head of lettuce."

As he finished his sentence, he turned to find the man standing right behind him, so he

added, "And this gentleman has kindly offered to buy the other half." The manager

approved the deal, and the man went on his way.

Later the manager said to the boy, "I was impressed with the way you got yourself out of

that situation earlier. We like people who think on their feet here. Where are you from,

son?"

"Canada, sir," the boy replied.

"Well, why did you leave Canada ?" the manager asked.

The boy said, "Sir, there's nothing but whores and hockey players up there."

"Really?", said the manager. "My wife is from Canada."

"No shit?", replied the boy. "Who'd she play for?"

2. Mother's Milk

Students in an advanced Biology class were taking their mid-term exam. The last

question was, 'Name seven advantages of Mother's Milk.' The question was worth 70

points or none at all.
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One student, in particular, was hard put to think of seven advantages. However, he

wrote:

1) It is perfect formula for the child.

2) It provides immunity against several diseases.

3) It is always the right temperature.

4) It is inexpensive.

5) It bonds the child to mother, and vice versa.

6) It is always available as needed.

And then the student was stuck. Finally, in desperation, just before the bell rang

indicating the end of the test, he wrote:

7 ) It comes in two attractive containers and it's high enough off the ground where the

cat can't get it.

He got full marks.

3. When kids learn to swear

A 6-year-old and 4-year-old are upstairs in their bedroom. "You know what?" says the 6-

year-old. "I think it's about time we started cussing." The 4-year-old nods his head in

approval.

The 6-year-old continues, "When we go downstairs for breakfast, I'm gonna say

something with 'hell' and you say something with 'ass'." The 4-year-old agrees with

enthusiasm and they head down stairs.

When their mother walks into the kitchen and asks the 6-year-old what he wants for

breakfast, he replies, "Aw hell, Mom. I guess I'll have some Cheerios." Mom slaps him -

Whack! The older boy flies out of his chair, tumbles across the kitchen floor, gets up,

and runs upstairs crying his eyes out with his mother in hot pursuit, slapping his rear

with every step. She locks him in his room and shouts, "You can stay in there until I let

you out!"

She then comes back downstairs, looks at the 4-year-old and asks with a stern voice,

"And what do you want for breakfast, young man? "I don't know," he blubbers. "But you

can bet your ass it won't be Cheerios!"


